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Abstract
Objective: The objective of the study was to determine the knowledge, attitude and practices of surgical interns, residents and surgeons in the time of COVID-19.
Methods: A cross-sectional study was conducted on surgical interns, trainees, registrar and consultants working in public and private sector tertiary care hospitals of Karachi. Non-Convenience sampling technique is used. A total of 184 patients were included. The study was performed on
assessing patients' demographics, basic knowledge and awareness of COVID 19 and individuals'
practices toward COVID 19 in their professional routines. Data were stored and analyzed using IBMSPSS version 23.0. Pearson Chi Square test was used to test the association outcomes, awareness
and attitude items on COVID-19 between private and public sector hospitals. P-values less than 0.05
were considered statistically significant
Results: The study comprised a total of 184 participants. Mostly from public 115(63%) rest 69(37%)
belonged private sector hospitals. Most respondents 122(66.3%) were aware of COVID 19 incubation,
symptoms and the detection of patients at risk and modalities of transmission in operating
rooms.Results showed among public vs Private sector hospitals (81.7% / 68.1%) were treating corona virus, there were (35.7% / 46.3%) screening and admitted the cases, (56.5% / 62.4) tentative
numbers of COVID-19 cases reported range from 0-25, (40.9%/ 11.6%) surgeons were assigned additional duties for COVID -19 by hospital management found statistically significant with "p<0.01".
Conclusion: It is concluded after this study that the surgeons in Pakistan are well aware of the situation, have adequate knowledge of the risk factors and symptoms of COVID-19. But statistically, probably because of limited resources and work load, there is a substantial gap in practices between
public and private sector surgeons. There is also a dire need to develop local guidelines related to
preventive measures in our health care systems according to our demands and supply.
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Introduction
The novel Corona virus also known as SARSCov-2 and later designated as COVID-19 was first
reported in Wuhan, China in December 2019 and
was declared an epidemic initially but later was officially declared as a pandemic by World health organization (WHO) on March 11, 2020. Within a
short period of few months this has caused mass
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effects on world politics, dynamics and economy. At
the time of writing this article on 12th May 2020
there are 4,255,940 confirmed cases worldwide in
215 countries and death toll of 287,3321. Several
countries and states have imposed a complete lock
down of all the offices, gathering places, educational institutes, public transport and restaurants in
order to contain and curb further spread of corona
virus2 All health-care facilities are experiencing radical shifts in their clinical preferences during this
pandemic3.
In Pakistan, the first diagnosed case of
COVID-19 appeared in February 2020. The number
of reported cases in the country as of 12th May
2020 is 3,2081 with 8,555 recoveries and 706 morAnnals Abbasi Shaheed Hospital & Karachi Medical & Dental College
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talities4. The country has been put under a nationwide lockdown until 9th May, which began on 1st
April 20205. Evidence has demonstrated that frequent symptom monitoring, routine testing and use
of correct personal protective equipment (PPE) are
some of the key steps in conquering the war with
this invisible virus6. Even with limited resources
Pakistan's government took all steps against the
COVID-19 to provide and ensure the state's obligations for its citizens like special hospitals, quarantine places, awareness campaigns, screening and
testing facilities7. Viral particles have been detected
in naso-pharyngeal secretions, gastrointestinal tissue, blood, stool, surfaces in the operating rooms
(OR), surgeons' shoe covers and electro cautery
smoke8. This leads to an increased chance of
COVID-19 exposure for surgical teams. Surgeons
are probably not at the front liners in treating patients with COVID-19 but still are at significant risk
of infection due to vast routes of virus transmission.
In our opinion, how this pandemics affects surgeons
lives in all over the world is not yet fully highlighted.
We conducted an online survey to understand attitude and practices, problems facing by Surgeons
during COVID-19 Pandemic. The main aim of this
study is to document the prospective views of surgeons and residents evidently in public and private
sector hospitals. We hope that this will bring a descriptive view of problems surgeons are facing right
now. We think it is necessary for doctors related to
surgical field also to take rigorous preventive measures and have good knowledge about COVID-19
epidemiology and transmission in order to prevent
themselves and also patients from getting infected
and preventing its spread. Taking all these details
into account, the objective of our survey is to determine the knowledge, attitude and practices of surgical interns, trainee residents and surgeons.
Subjects and Methods
This cross-sectional study was conducted in
Orthopedic Department, Abbasi Shaheed Hospital,
on surgical interns, trainees, registrars and consultants working in public and private sector tertiary
care hospitals of Karachi, Pakistan. Participants
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were included from all surgical sub-specialties and
non-probability convenient sampling was employed
as the sampling technique. The study was conducted online for one week from April 6, 2020 till
April 13, 2020. All surgical interns, trainee residents, registrars and consultants were invited
through WhatsApp, facebook and email. The invitation message contained details about the study
and a consent of their voluntary participation. A total
of 199 individuals responded to the invitation and
were included. After exclusion of incomplete responses, a total of 184 participants were included
in the final study.
Data was collected through a well-structured
self-administered questionnaire developed after extensive review of literature and international guidelines. A pilot study was conducted on 15 surgical
residents to rule out any ambiguity in the questionnaire. The questionnaire was developed online using
google forms and a link to the questionnaire was
sent to all the participants who accepted the invitation. The questionnaire was accessible to the respondents by just clicking on the link provided by
the author. The survey was a multiple-choice questionnaire divided into 3 sections.
In the first part the demographic data of the
participants was asked. Second part contained variables assessing the subject's basic knowledge and
awareness about COVID-19 such as incubation period, symptoms, modes of corona filter protocol,
risks in their work premises, and most influencing
probable risk factors which facilitate spread of disease among them. One important thing addressed
in this part was to get feedback on the
acknowledgement of surgeons and colleagues who
got infected with COVID-19 during this pandemic.
Third part had questions pertaining to the attitudes
of individuals to cater with COVID-19 in their daily
professional routines by inquiring them about, number of surgeries performed, took PPE as per recommended standards, opted screening method,
opinion regarding COVID-19 specific polymerase
chain reaction (PCR) test as a baseline investigation before all surgeries, and whether they were be287
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holding planned non-urgent surgeries to preserve
the resources.
Data were stored and analyzed using IBMSPSS version 23.0, Counts with percentages were
given for baseline characteristics included information on age group, gender, hospital sector and specialty. Pearson Chi Square test was used to test
the association outcomes, awareness and attitude
items on COVID-19 between private and public sector hospitals. P-values less than 0.05 were considered statistically significant. Bar diagrams also
used to give information on knowledge and practices of respondents on COVID-19.
Results
The survey comprised a total of 184 participants, which includes 27 (15%) surgical interns, 83
(45%) residents, 30 (16%) registrars, and 44 (24%)
consultants from various specialties. There were
104 (57%) male and 80 (43%) female participants.
The age range of the participants was 25-65 years
(mean 34.6 years, SD 8.1 years). Majority of the
participants were from public sector hospitals 115
(63%) while the rest 69 (37%) belonged to private
sector hospitals. Most of the participants 69 (43%)
were Orthopaedic residents, interns and consultants
shown in table 1.
When asked about the incubation period of
COVID-19 majority of the respondents 122 (66.3%)
answered the correct incubation i.e. 1-14 days.
Others 37 (20%) thought the incubation period to be
up to 10 days followed by 20 (10.8%) doctors who
considered the incubation period to be 7 days.
Regarding knowledge about the symptoms of
COVID-19 and identification of patients who are at
risk, most of the respondents were aware about the
COVID-19 (bar diagram 1).
About the modalities of transmission for surgeons, most participants, i.e. 134 (73%) indicate
that asymptomatic carriers which spread the disease during their incubation period, 131 (71%) believe that there is a lack of routine screening for
patients and the surgical team, 112 (61%) of re288

spondents agree that aerosol-generating procedures, i.e. laparoscopy, endoscopy, 105 (57%) of
respondents believe body tissues, fluids and electrocautery smoke are the source of mitigation, Also
79 (43%) of respondents think high-speed tools,
and just 64 (35%) recommend ventilation in the operating theatre is responsible of virus spread.
Results showed among public vs Private sector
hospitals (81.7% / 68.1%) were treating corona virus, there were (35.7% / 46.3%) screening and admitted the cases, (56.5% / 62.4) tentative numbers
of COVID-19 cases reported range from 0-25,
(40.9%/ 11.6%) surgeons were assigned additional
duties for COVID -19 by hospital management
found statistically significant with p<0.01, in Public
vs. private (29.6% / 21.7%) on average 1 - 5 surgeries were performed after emerging COVID-19 scenario, there were (29.6% /21.7%) respondents
keeping in mind protective measures of COVID-19
taken any additional PPE during surgeries also
found statistically significant with "p<0.01", Table 2.
Results of the current study showed among
Public vs. Private hospitals (13% / 30.4%) hospital
management understand the low priority risk for surgeons found statistically significant with "p<0.01",
among public vs. private (29.6% / 43.5%) surgeons
thought a high risk of infections during surgery,
(36.5% / 24.6%) were agreed on they should do corona virus screening as baseline investigations for
protection of surgeons and (14.8% / 37.7%) knew
about surgical teammate got infected with this virus
found statistically significant with "p<0.01" Table 3.
Among public vs. private hospitals (78.3% /
73.9%) thought we should save PPE for hard times
by delaying elective surgeries, (44.4% / 31.8%)
suggested corona screening should be opted, and
(10.4% / 11.5%) surgeons were fear right now in
this outbreak as uncertainty of relief. However these
factors found statistically insignificant for association of public vs. private sector Table 4.
When inquired about protective tools used by
the participants during surgeries, 137 (74%) claimed
to use boot covers while only 29 (16%) used N-95
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masks instead of surgical masks. Mass of respondents 136 (74%) was of the opinion that PPE are
not sufficient for doctors in their hospitals while others have opposite opinion. Majority of surgeons 141
(76%) said that they understand this critical scenario
and are in favor of delaying elective surgeries to
saves resources including the hospital beds, personal
protective equipment, as well as preserving the health
of surgical staffs. Becoming a source to infect their
own family members was the worst fear experienced
by majority of 149 (81%) (Bar diagram 2).
Discussion
The surgeons are obligated to provide timely,
high-quality surgical care for patients since always.
In this current COVID-19 crisis, the global community is learning more about it every day. Especially
surgeon's need guidance from their relevant national, local, and hospital guidelines and regulations, many of which will possibly evolve over time
as new information becomes accessible to the global community8. In the initial phase of the COVID19 pandemic, surgical practice data was limited but
recent and ongoing evidence shows that Surgical
operating theaters are high-risk areas for respiratory
infection transmission despite the urgency of management, the presence of extended numbers of
health staff and various aerosol generating procedures9. This survey offers an overview about surgeons' perspective of COVID -19 In terms of level of
understanding, perception, and approach to infection control at the time of the 2020 pandemic.
We assessed surgeons' awareness by inquiring them about incubation period, positive findings
and symptoms regarding identification of infected
patients. In this report, more than two third of surgeons knew about disease's incubation period as
compared to a study done on Jordanian dentist's,
where just 36.1% accurately knew10. We emphasized to know the correct incubation period because of its role in deciding the appropriate
management. This study also demonstrated that
majority of surgeons have sufficient knowledge regarding the symptom arrays. In a previous study
Volume No. 26(1), March 2021

done with health care workers in Henan, China,
physicians reported higher ratings of information
compared to nurses and paramedic's period for suspected patients11. WHO recommends that all countries increase their readiness rates and remain
more vigilant to patient identification12.
As surgical teams are at uniquely high risk for
SARS-CoV-2 exposure, it is encouraging to know
that more than two third of the surgeons were
aware and afraid of its contagious risk as per this
study. There are many modalities of COVID-19
transmission; it generally spreads by cough,
sneeze and touching contaminated surfaces9. However, surgeons are in a quite complex scenario as
operations theaters contain multiple mediums of viral transmission including aerosols, fluids, tissues,
instruments, ventilation systems and OR personals,
surprisingly this demon is everywhere8. Asymptomatic carriers of SARS-CoV-2 may be able to spread
the virus during incubation time, accounting for 1%
of laboratory-confirmed cases of SARS-COV-infection13. In addition surgery can complicate the progression of disease in asymptomatic patients
during the incubation period of COVID-19 infection,
as per an article published during initial phase of
this epidemic14. Our survey revealed that surgeons
in Pakistan had adequate knowledge about its
modes of transmission, but half of the most of the
participants did not know that electro cautery
smoke and ventilation systems are the source of
mitigation too. Many guidelines have also suggested limited use of mono-electro cautery with
evacuator pencils or ventilated. In addition, if accessible, negative pressure operating rooms should
also be used suspected or confirmed COVID-19
positive patients15. American College of Surgeons
has outlined main criteria for protecting surgical
teams because of inherent risks and we strongly
suggest adopting them to prevent catastrophic sequelae8. Awareness is a requirement for prevention,
optimistic attitudes and constructive actions, and it
influence individual's management practices much
farther16. Hence, we believe that educational sessions must be undertaken to educate the masses
about the risk of transmission of COVID-19 and re289
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Table 1. Demographics of the participants (n=184)
Gender
Age Group

Designation

Hospital Sector
Specialty

Male
Female
25 - 35
35 - 45
45 - 55
55 - 65
Interns
Resident
Registrar
Consultant
Public
Private
General Surgery
Orthopedics
Plastic Surgery
Others

104 (57%)
80 (43%)
129 (70%)
35 (19%)
16 (9%)
4 (2%)
27 (15%)
83 (45%)
30 (16%)
44 (24%)
115 (63%)
69 (38%)
67 (36%)
79 (43%)
11 (6%)
38 (21%)

source consumption. This outbreak recalls the significance of preparation and training before the need
emerges.
In our review, results showed there is significant difference among few variables, Public sector
hospitals are treating tremendous number of patients in comparison with private sector (81.7% /
68.1% ) with limited resources, and about (40.9%/
11.6%) surgeons were assigned additional duties for
COVID -19 by hospital management found statistically significant with p<0.01 in Public vs. private
hospital that also imposes incredible work burden
on doctors, the most noteworthy thing is (37.7% /
14.8 %) in public vsprivate sector surgeons indicated that their workers had already been diagnosed with COVID-19 and 38% indicated exposure
to multiple employees, This is, sadly, a toxic situation that has triggered anxiety, stress and depression in all respondants but public sector doctors
are suffering more in our study, a retrospective
study in Wuhan also identified a total of 26 orthopedic surgeons from 8 hospitals who had been infected with COVID-19. The possible contact sites
were general wards, hospital public places, operating rooms, the intensive care unit and the outpatient
clinic17. Yet, surgical care is a foundation of any
health system 9, in our survey mostly surgeons
agreed to perform surgeries with appropriate PPE
during surgeries, while only 15% used N95 respirator masks. Centers for Disease Control, and the
290

Chinese Journal of Surgery's latest recommendations, have explicitly proposed that N95 masks be
used for emergency anesthetic and surgical equipment18,19. Surgeons in this survey have broad
knowledge about essential patients screening before surgeries and mostly are practicing triage for
fever, upper respiratory tract (URT) symptoms and
contact, travel history. There are protocols which
strongly advice that surgical interventions should
not be performed in symptomatic COVID-19 patients 20.
Reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction RT - PCR remains the diagnostic molecular assay of COVID-19 Virus by identifying the viral RNA
through nucleic acid amplification. Test sample are
taken as swabs from the nasopharynx or oropharynx, nasopharynx swabs are suggested to be more
sensitive. Swabs are then placed into a liquid to release viral RNA into the solution and subsequently
amplified using reverse transcription-PCR. The reliability of the test relies on specimen quality and viral RNA, which may deteriorate over time. Seeing
as SARS-CoV-2 may threaten anyone and lead to
dissemination before the onset of symptoms or presumably sometimes without any presenting symptoms, rapid testing / screening should be
considered for the safety of surgeons and OT personals, in the interim COVID-19 specific PCR
should be pre-operatively tested in all surgical patients21. Almost (31.8% / 44.4%) respondents from
public and private sector respectively in the current
study documented that they are not performing surgical procedures without COVID-19 specific reverse
transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR)
test for the protection of themselves and their
team. Lei et al. confirmed that, due to a poor understanding of the situation and the lack of SARSCoV-2 kits at early outbreak phase caused them
worst outcomes22.
Since the start of pandemic, delays in COVID19 testing increased erratic PPE consumption, further intensifying demand. Similarly our health care
services have been documented substantial Personal protective equipment shortage, compromising
Annals Abbasi Shaheed Hospital & Karachi Medical & Dental College
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Table 2. Outcomes on COVID-19 in Public and private Sector Hospitals
Variables

Hospital Sector
Private
Public
n
%
n
%

p-value

4
18
47
32
37
43
12
7
6
1
2
8
59

5.8
26.1
68.1
46.3
53.6
62.3
17.4
10.1
8.7
1.4
2.9
11.6
85.5

6
15
94
41
74
65
32
11
4
3
3
47
65

5.2
13.0
81.7
35.7
64.3
56.5
27.8
9.6
3.5
2.6
2.6
40.9
56.5

0.07

Are you doing any additional duties for
COVID-19 assigned by your hospital
management or as a volunteer?

Don't Know
No
Yes
Screening & Admission
Screening & Referral
0 - 25
25 - 50
50 - 75
75 - 100
Above 100
As a volunteer
Assigned by Hospital Management
Not doing

Keeping in mind protective measures of
COVID-19, have you taken any additional
PPE, during the surgeries you conducted

May be
No
Yes

6
19
44

8.7
27.5
63.8

22
59
34

19.1
51.3
29.6

<0.01*

Hospital Sector
Private
Public
n
%
n
%

p-value

Does your hospital
is treating Corona
virus patient?
If Yes, then what is the Level of treatment?
Tentative numbers of COVID19
cases reported in your hospital (including
suspected and confirmed cases)

0.17
0.33

<0.01*

*p<0.05 was considered significant using Pearson Chi Square test

Table 3. Association of COVID-19 Awareness in Public and Private Sector Hospitals
Variables

Do you think your hospital management is
understand risk for surgeons like physicians
for PPEs and taking it on priority?

Do you think there is risk of
infection during surgery?

Do you think we should do corona virus
screening as baseline investigations for
protection of surgeons?

Do you know any of your surgical
teammate got infected with this virus

No Priority
Low Priority
Moderate
High Priority
Very High Priority
No Risk
Low Risk
Moderate Risk
High Risk
Very high risk
Disagree
No Need
Neutral
Agreed
Highly agreed
Suspected Exposure
No
Yes

11
13
12
21
12
0
2
4
30
33
3
0
17
17
32
1
42
17

15.9
18.8
17.4
30.4
17.4
0.0
2.9
5.8
43.5
47.8
4.3
0.0
24.6
24.6
46.4
1.4
60.9
14.8

49
21
24
15
6
1
4
9
34
67
4
3
9
42
57
44
54
26

42.6
18.3
20.9
13.0
5.2
0.9
3.5
7.8
29.6
58.3
3.5
2.6
7.8
36.5
49.6
38.3
47.0
37

<0.01*

0.38

0.01*

<0.01*

*p<0.05 was considered significant using Pearson Chi Square test
Volume No. 26(1), March 2021
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Table 4. Association of COVID-19 Attitude in Public and Private Sector Hospitals
Variables

Availability of PPE, ventilators and bed are at question mark
nowadays, do you think we should save it for hard times
by delaying elective surgeries
In this COVID-19 pandemic we should do trauma surgery?
If yes then what protocols you are opting?

As a Surgeon, what's your most worrisome
fear right now in this outbreak?

Maybe
No
Yes
Corona screening
No testing just
preventive measures
Triage
Bring Corona in your home
End up on ventilator
I Don't care
Uncertainty of relief

Hospital Sector
Private
Public
n
%
n
%

p-value

12
6
51
22
30

17.4
8.7
73.9
31.8
43.5

10
15
90
51
30

8.7
13.0
78.3
44.4
26.1

0.17

17
54
7
0
8

24.6
78.3
10.1
0.0
11.5

34
95
6
2
12

29.6
82.6
5.2
1.7
10.4

0.10

0.50

*p<0.05 was considered significant using Pearson Chi Square test

their ability to keep health care professionals safe
while treating increasing numbers of patients.
Glove, face masks, N95 respirators, powered air-purifying respirators, eye protection, and gowns are
essential to dissemination-based precautions, overwhelming number of respondents in our study are
well aware about the constraint resources and our
dubious infrastructure and agreed about the shortage of personal protective equipment. Furthermore,
non -urgent procedures should also be prioritized
by surgical teams, healthcare facilities and clinicians. These efforts will maintain supplies of PPE
and medical care ensure staff and patient safety
and increase the hospital resources available. Several recommendations offer adequate input into
avoiding both elective and non-urgent surgical procedures9. Our surgeons in both public and private
sectors thoroughly understand this prospective too
and have therefore reduced the number of surgeries
and are also in favor of delaying non-urgent surgeries. American College of Surgeons, recommends
the same that, careful planning and appropriate
PPE are essential, but the most effective way to
prevent viral exposure is to avoid non-essential surgical procedures to reduce the risk of exposure for
patients and health professionals, preserves personal protective equipment, and strengthens health
care system resources8. Hundreds of Pakistani doctors working on the frontline are affected directly by
292

the dangerous corona virus after coming into contact with patients. Several hospitals of Pakistan reported chaotic situation, health care professionals
contracted corona virus infection, most are either
hospitalized or in quarantine23. Respondents in our
analysis showed that hospital management does
not adequately understand the risk to surgeons,
like physicians, and mostly surgeons are not satisfied with the management, particularly in the public
sector. Meanwhile, health care professionals endure
physical irritation and at occasions breathing problems while wearing personal protective gear (PPE),
which is aimed to keep them protected from viral
exposure. An even more significant challenge facing
by health care workers is that since there is little
known about this new and rapidly evolving pathogen, and no evidence - based guidelines or clinical
treatments are prevalent, several HCPs feel unprepared to carry out their responsibilities. And then
there's a quite legitimate concern of auto inoculation and the possibility of spreading the virus to
families and friends around. This apprehension
prompts HCPs to isolate themselves from their
families, modify their daily routines, and even minimize their social interaction, just in the exchange
for keeping others protected from them.Even though
they are willing to do their duties in the face of extreme uncertain fear but majority of them in our
study are really worried about becoming carrier to
Annals Abbasi Shaheed Hospital & Karachi Medical & Dental College
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Fig 1. Respondents knowledge about COVID-19 (n=184)

Fig 2. Respondents practices during COVID-19
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infect their family members which impacts psychological and mental health24.
The research does, however, have some drawbacks that should be recognized. It is a cross-sectional study undertaken online among surgeons and
trainees in the first week of April 2020 when the
number of cases is still increasing worldwide, and
more and more information related to COVID-19 is
being added each day. In addition, the data provided
in this study is self-reported and based in part on
the integrity and recall ability of the respondents. It
may be subject to prejudice in the recall. Finally,
the ethical review board was not consulted due to
the closure of educational institutions during the
COVID-19 outbreak. Yet our observations provide
useful information on surgeons' awareness and adaptation in this uncertain pandemic. The results
show that the surgeons in Pakistan are well aware
of the situation, have adequate knowledge of the
risk factors and symptoms of COVID-19, and are
prepared to delay surgical procedures whenever
they can to control the spread of COVID-19. We
think ample awareness about, early preventive measures including specialized triage protocols; resource management and extreme flexibility within
the healthcare system are required to save as
many casualties as possible. But it is equally important to develop local guidelines related to preventive measures in our health care systems according
to our demands and supply. As the infection is still
rapidly increasing internationally as well as in Pakistan, there is need for the entire health care community to be proactive rather than reactive.It is
predicted that there will be negative mental health
implications, which will last long after the pandemic
has ended. Despite the fact that international agencies and other national, and local agencies are constantly attempting to provide accurate and frequent
information about the disease, the influx of continuous information, misinformation, or lack of necessary information is a major problem. And to achieve
this, further studies are warranted in near future to
assess the situation, so that necessary steps to increase awareness and setting up of guidelines can
be taken in a timely manner.

Conclusion
The results show that the surgeons in Pakistan are well aware of the situation, have adequate
knowledge of the risk factors and symptoms of
COVID-19, but there is significant difference of practices between public and private sector doctors statistically, specifically due to limited resources and
work load.Therefore efforts should be made to ensure adequate supplies of Personal protective equipment for doctor and staff safety and increase the
hospital resources. Also we need to develop local
guidelines and standard operating protocols with respect to surgical practice in the country.
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